PILOT STATION, ALASKA
EMERGENCY ORDER

THE VILLAGE COUNCILS OF PILOT STATION, ALASKA HEREBY SETS FORTH THE FOLLOWING EMERGENCY ORDER IN RESPONSE TO THE CORONA VIRUS (COVID-19) EMERGENCY CRISIS AT HAND.

1. NON-RESIDENT TRAVEL BY COMMERCIAL AIRLINES TO PILOT STATION IS SUSPENDED: EFFECTIVE MARCH 25, 2020. THIS ORDER IS EFFECTIVE THROUGH MAY 1, 2020

A. EMERGENCY RELATED PERSONNEL: NEEDING TO COME TO PILOT STATION; TO INCLUDE DOCTOR(S) AND/OR REGISTERED NURSE(S), SHOULD BE AWARE OF THIS EMERGENCY ORDER; EACH CASE SHALL BE CONSIDERED BY REQUEST(S), BY URGENCY/EMERGENCY, AND/OR SEVERITY AND/OR PRIORITY; FOR THE CONTINUED HEALTH, SAFETY AND WELL-BEING OF ALL RESIDENTS OF PILOT STATION, ALASKA

2. RESIDENT TRAVEL TO HOSPITAL OR OTHER MEDICAL FACILITY SHALL BE DETERMINED BY PHYSICIAN, PRACTITIONER, LOCAL HEALTH AIDE ON A CASE BY CASE BASIS

   (1) RESIDENTS RETURNING FROM HOSPITAL WITHOUT ANY AND ALL OPTION(S) FOR HOUSING OUTSIDE PILOT STATION SHALL BE QUARANTINED AT RESIDENTS HOME OR PRE-DETERMINED SITE FOR 14 DAYS: WITHOUT QUESTION

   (2) RESIDENTS LEAVING PILOT STATION OTHER THEN EMERGENCY (BUSINESS/PLEASURE) SHALL REMAIN OUTSIDE OF PILOT STATION UNTIL EMERGENCY ORDER HAS BEEN LIFTED

3. INTER-VILLAGE TRAVEL BY LAND OR WATER; NOT RECOMMENDED AT THIS TIME

   (1) NON-RESIDENTS TRAVELLING THROUGH PILOT STATION; PLEASE BE AWARE AND RESPECT THIS EMERGENCY ORDER (THERE IS NO WAY TO ENFORCE REQUEST)

   (2) PILOT STATION RESIDENTS: PLEASE BE AWARE OF THE RESTRICTIONS SET FORTH BY NEIGHBORING COMMUNITIES; PLEASE ABIDE BY EACH PERSPECTIVE COMMUNITY’S ORDERS AND RESTRICTIONS
4. THE FOLLOWING ESSENTIAL UTILITY PROVIDER(S) SHALL BE CONSIDERED: (BY EMERGENCY AND/OR BY REQUEST) FOR THE CONTINUED HEALTH, SAFETY AND WELL-BEING OF THIS COMMUNITY: YKHC OFFICE OF ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH PERSONNEL, AVEC UTILITY LINEMEN OR MECHANIC, WATER TREATMENT TECHNICIAN(S), AND ANY OTHER ESSENTIAL UTILITY PROVIDER SHALL BE DETERMINED BY REQUEST AT SUCH TIME OF EMERGENCY REQUIRED MAINTENANCE TO PREVENT BREAK-DOWN AND/OR REPAIR OF LOCAL EMERGENCY/UTILITY SERVICE FACILITY (CLINIC, POWERPLANT, WATER PLANT)

(1) UTILITY MECHANIC(S)/TECHNICIANS SHALL BE IN GOOD HEALTH; PROOF OF HEALTH SCREENING OR HAVING NO SICKNESS’ IN PAST 30 DAYS

(2) NO UNNECESSARY CONTACT WITH LOCAL VILLAGE RESIDENT(S), LODGING MUST BE PRE-DETERMINED

(3) UPON COMPLETING SCOPE OF WORK, INDIVIDUAL(S) SHALL BE ALLOWED TO LEAVE

THIS EMERGENCY ORDER IS FOR THE CONTINUED HEALTH, SAFETY AND WELL-BEING FOR ALL RESIDENTS OF PILOT STATION, ALASKA. THE CORONA VIRUS (COVID-19) HAS AFFECTED PEOPLE WITHIN OUR GREAT STATE, OUR COUNTRY AND THE ENTIRE WORLD. PILOT STATION, ALASKA IS SMALL AND THE VILLAGE DOES NOT HAVE CAPACITY SPACE AND/OR RESOURCES TO CONFRONT THIS EPIDEMIC. THIS ORDER WILL NOT STOP COVID-19; PLEASE RESPECT OUR EMERGENCY ORDER.

By Emergency Order:

Cynthia M. Fancyboy
Tribal Council President
Pilot Station Traditional Village

Barbara Heckman
Vice-Mayor
City of Pilot Station


Olga Xavier
STATE OF ALASKA
My Commission Expires November 9, 2021